Il presente progressivo 23.2

Use and conjugate the following verbs to the present continuous [ talk - play - ask - come - go - wait for - fry - get ]

es 1. It is time to go home. It .............. late.

2. I .............. to bed.


4. Come on, Bill! Hurry up. The bus ..............

5. Listen. Someone .............. the guitar.

6. Look at those postmen. They .............. us us to open the door.

7. We .............. Francy. She is late.

8. What is this strange smell? Dad .............. onions, peppers and bacon

Soluzioni:

(1) is getting (2) am going (3) is talking (4) is coming (5) is playing (6) are asking (7) are waiting for (8) is frying
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